We all need a home

This leaflet invites congregations and church groups to think about the physical,
emotional and spiritual significance of a home, and how we might help people who do
not have a home. It is produced by Church Homeless Trust, a small charity that provides
grants to homeless people from all backgrounds, and of all faiths or none, to help them
establish a home and rejoin society.
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What does home mean to you?
For a moment try to imagine what it is like to be
homeless.
For example, what would it be like to have nowhere
to cook a meal? How would you get food and drink?
Would you beg for it?
Imagine never being comfortable. Sitting and sleeping
on concrete and cardboard. Never relaxing; constantly
aware of the people and dangers around you.
Imagine never being clean or warm. Having no
possessions but the clothes you wear.
Imagine being ignored or abused by passers-by or
worse still, beaten up.

This is a short exercise to help us understand
what it is like not to have a home. Perhaps it
will also lead to ideas for how we can provide
some home comforts to homeless people.

Imagine the affect on your mental and physical health.
Would you start to drink or take drugs just to dull the
pain and boredom?

Think about your home. Not as an abstract concept,
but experience how it feels. The memories, the
sensations, the action and inaction it encompasses.

Once you are homeless, especially if you are sleeping
rough, it becomes increasingly hard to rejoin society.

Think specifically about the places where you
prepare your food, and where you eat it. Now think
of the places where you wash, relax, and sleep, and
the quality of time spent.
Think of your personal ephemera: your recipe book,
your special mug, favourite cushion, or bedside
book. Accumulated over the years, and there when
you want them.
Think of the people in your home now or in the past:
the noise, mess and memories they create. Think
of the friends who visit: the conversations and the
laughter. And your neighbours, who would notice if
something was wrong.
Is the home you are imagining the one you live in
now, or one that you once lived in? Is it idealised, or
does it also contain sadness, regret or even fear?
For many, home can be seen as anywhere that is a
place of refuge, and in the psalms there are many
references to God also being our refuge:

The Lord is a refuge for the oppressed,
a stronghold in time of trouble.
Psalm 9:9
What is the one word to describe how you feel
about home?
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What would you find hardest about being homeless?

We all need a place where we are safe. But a home is
not just a roof, it is the place where we can belong and
thrive; somewhere to settle down, create a family, earn
a living, and be part of a community.
Tragically, in England an increasing number of people
do not have a home. Some stay on friends’ sofas, or
live in a room at a hostel or B&B. Others sleep in shop
doorways, on night buses, or in tents and squats.
Being homeless has a devastating affect on people’s
lives, but what can we do about it?

How can we help homeless people?
Jesus said:

The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has
anointed me to bring good news to the poor.
Luke 4:18
Currently all the news seems to be bad. The number
of people without homes in England, and across the
world, is increasing. The willingness and ability to help
these people is decreasing.
What good news do we have for the homeless poor in
our towns and cities today?
Providing effective help for homeless people is very
difficult. There are no easy answers.
There are complex social and structural issues which
cause and exacerbate homelessness, some of which
are outlined overleaf.
And at an individual level, many people who are
homeless have suffered trauma and need professional
support with mental health issues or addiction.
Continuing Christ’s ministry is a hard and neverending task.

A call to action
Christ has no body now but yours.

However, we should not underestimate the
difference that we can make. Many homeless
people are sustained by food banks, drop-in centres
and night shelters run by church communities.
Isaiah puts it quite simply:

Share your food with the hungry,
and provide the poor wanderer with shelter,
when you see the naked clothe them.
Isaiah 58:7
Church Homeless Trust provides a free guide called
‘How to Help Homeless People’, which is available
to download at churchhomelesstrust.org.uk or
can be ordered in hard copy by contacting us on
020 7269 1630.
We suggest that church groups take time to look
through the guide and plan how they can help in a
realistic and safe way.
Likewise, individuals and groups that do not have
the resources and capacity to take practical action,
should not underestimate the value of prayer,
advocacy and a kind gesture.

A prayer for homeless people

No hands, no feet on earth but yours.

Lord God, hear our prayer for all women and
men, boys and girls who do not have homes.

Yours are the eyes through which he looks
with compassion on this world.

For those sleeping in doorways and parks,
in hostels and night shelters.

Yours are the feet with which he walks to
do good.

For families who were evicted because they
couldn’t pay their rent.

Yours are the hands through which he
blesses all the world.

For those who have no relatives or friends
who can take them in.

Yours are the hands,

For those who are afraid and without hope.

yours are the feet,

Jesus, help us to see your face in the eyes of
every homeless person we meet.

yours are the eyes,
you are his body.

And guide us in what we should do to help
them.

Christ has no body now on earth but yours.

Amen

Teresa of Avila (1515 -1582)

Please feel free to photocopy this for your service
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Frequently asked questions
Why are people homeless?

Do they choose to sleep on the street?

Overall, the most common reason for becoming
homeless is the end of a tenancy.

Local councils need only provide housing to those
who are vulnerable or in priority need. This means that
anyone without dependent children, or a disability,
is likely to be refused help. This is why there are so
many young people and single men without homes.

Another common reason is relationship breakdown
between family members. Further reasons include job
loss, mental or physical illness, and bereavement.

Who becomes homeless?
Anyone can become homeless. People with happy
homes can lose their job, health, or a loved one, and
so lose their home. If they have a support network
they are less likely to end up on the street. Others are
not so fortunate.
Young people who have been in care, ex-service
personnel, and people who have been in prison are
more likely to become street homeless; as are those
fleeing domestic or sexual abuse.
People with learning or physical disabilities, mental
health issues, or addictions are also more likely to
become homeless.

Some people have literally nowhere else to go. For
others, being on the street is safer or easier than their
other options, such as returning to an abusive or
overcrowded household.

Should I give homeless people money?
Usually it is not a good idea to give money. Many
rough sleepers have addictions, and giving them
money will feed this addiction. In particular, synthetic
psychoactive drugs are cheap and readily available.
They are completely destroying thousands of lives, as
users become violent, often towards themselves, and
may suffer permanent brain damage. Some addicts
spend £80-£100 a day on drugs, all gained through
street begging.

Why is the problem increasing?

Keep a stock of chocolate bars, non-perishable food,
bottles of water, and new socks and underwear to
give out instead.

Zero-hour employment contracts, increased living
costs, debts, benefit cuts and sanctions, all lead to
growing poverty, which results in rent arrears and
evictions.

Why aren’t homeless people moved on?

Family support, citizen’s advice, social care, and
mental health services have been cut. Consequently
relationship, debt, or health issues can result in
homelessness that previously could have been
avoided.
We do not have enough affordable housing. Millions
of people now have to rent their home privately, which
is usually more expensive than repaying a mortgage.
Furthermore they can be evicted for no reason with
two months’ notice.

It is not illegal to sleep rough, but it is illegal to beg
in a public place. Rough sleepers can also be moved
on for antisocial behaviour. If someone becomes
aggressive when asking for money, report them to the
police. Contact local police on 101.

How can I help homeless people?
It isn’t easy, but it is possible to transform lives. We
give advice on our website, or we can send you a free
‘How to Help Homeless People’ guide (contact details
below). Please also consider making a donation to our
work. We give around £5,000 a week in small grants
to homeless people to help them rebuild their lives.
Demand for these grants has doubled in the past year.

To request more information, such as our ‘How to Help Homeless People’ guide, please contact us at
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